A test is suggested for whether the obtaining of certain information, and then deleting it too quickly to be retained, constitutes a quantum measurement of that information.
The question of what exactly constitutes a measurement, and when it takes place, remains debatable after more than 75 years of quantum mechanics. Here a method will be suggested for testing whether the capture of certain information by macroscopic instruments, followed by its partial erasure after a very short period of time, constitutes a measurement of all the information that was first captured, or only of the information which remains after the erasure.
Consider a system of two 2-level particles, for instance two spin-
particles, and suppose them in an entangled state. Then if the particle spins are measured in directions θ and φ respectively, this is a measurement of the two commuting observables
and we can deduce, in the usual way, that measurement of even one of these observables projects both particles into two definite unentangled states, and measurements can be made which will confirm, for instance, the correlations between them. Suppose instead that we measured
This observable represents (as it indicates) the product of the individual particles' outcomes, and, if the outcomes are treated as ±1, can be regarded as measuring whether their results are the same (eigenvalue +1) or opposite (eigenvalue −1). If a measurement is made, choosing either the observables (1) or the observable (2), the results are compatible, in that the probabilities of getting the results "same" or "opposite" are the same. But if two successive such measurements are made at different angles, they do not give compatible results [1] . For example, suppose the two particles are initially in the singlet state, and that first both are measured in the z-direction. Then, whether the measurement was of the observables in (1) or of (2), it will be found that the measurements always give opposite results. If the measurement was of the observables (1), the system is projected into either |+1, −1 or |−1, +1 with equal probability, and if both particles are then measured in the x-direction, there is an equal probability of each combination of ±1, and so in an ensemble of the two successive measurements there will be a half-and-half mixture of "same" and "opposite" at the end of the second measurement. But if the first measurement (in the z-direction) is of the (degenerate) observable (2), then by the rule that a system in state |ψ is projected into P |ψ (times a normalisation factor), where P is the projector into the degeneracy eigenspace, the system remains in the singlet state, and the subsequent measurement in the x-direction will again give opposite results with probability 1.
If we consider how this could be verified by experiment, the obvious problem is how to measure whether the observers' results are the same or opposite while leaving the individual results themselves unknown, and indeed unknowable. But this problem can be turned into a test of quantum measurement. Suppose the particles are brought together (rather then being measured while spacelike-separated), and the measurement is made by an apparatus which is considered macroscopic, and which measures the two outcomes, multiplies them and retains that result, then irretrievably deletes the original individual results. If more than a very short time elapses between making the individual measurements and deleting them, the results must be appropriate to a measurement of (1), since the individual results could have been noted and recorded (whether they actually were or not). But if deletion takes place in a time so short that it was impossible to record the original results, then we are in the area of ignorance about what exactly constitutes a quantum measurement, and it is conjectural whether the results would be appropriate to (1) or to (2).
The situation can obviously be generalised, and does not necessarily need entangled states. Suppose A and B are a complete set of commuting observables on a system, i.e. A and B are degenerate but the degeneracy is lifted when both are measured.
1 Suppose the joint measurement is made, and then, very quickly, a function f ( A, B) is evaluated from the outcomes, and recorded by methods which would usually be regarded as classical, while the values of A and B themselves are discarded irreversibly. Provided f ( A, B) is also degenerate, projection by f ( A, B) is not generally the same as projection by the pair ( A, B) . So would subsequent measurements give the results expected after projection by ( A, B) , or the results expected after projection by f ( A, B) ?
The reason for insisting that the calculation and recording of the value of f ( A, B), then deleting the values of A and B, takes place by classical means, is to insist that a measurement happened at the time values were obtained for A and B, rather than a continuing unitary evolution up to the moment of discovering the value of f ( A, B) . The only difference between the outcomes f ( A, B) versus ( A, B) is the time which is allowed to elapse between the measurement of ( A, B) and its deletion, and the design and constituents of the apparatus should be such that it is possible to make a record of f ( A, B), but not of ( A, B), in the time available.
If there is a difficulty in measuring a degenerate observable without lifting the degeneracy by co-measuring a compatible observable (at least accidentally), it should be possible to make a choice of the compatible measurement and allow for it in the results. A degenerate measurement projects a system by the rule |ψ → P |ψ , but a degeneracy-lifting co-measurement changes P |ψ into an eigenstate in the degeneracy eigenspace. However for a suitable choice of co-measurement one of the eigenstates can coincide with P |ψ , and then the co-measurement will make no difference to the result yet the degeneracy has been lifted.
For instance in the example here, if measurement of σ 
the system still remains in the singlet state, since this is the Bell basis vector B 4 , and we still get opposite results with probability 1 when σ
x is then measured. Equally if the system is in a mixture of |+1, −1 and |−1, +1 following measurement of σ
, and a Bell basis measurement is then made, it will be projected into a half and half mixture of B 3 and B 4 in (3) above, these take the form of B 4 and B 2 with respect to the x-direction, and if σ
is then measured, the system is projected into a mixture of the possible |±1, ±1 in equal proportions as before. If this experiment, or more generally an experiment for f ( A, B) versus ( A, B), showed that the second measurement gave results appropriate to the first measurement being of f ( A, B), this would mean that the measurement of ( A, B) was somehow cancelled at the macroscopic level of measuring instruments and observations. This would be consistent with the Copenhagen view that a quantum situation resides partly in the macroscopic context, and is also consistent with the "irreversible record" viewpoint that a measurement takes place when a record is created by an irreversible process. If the second measurement showed that the first measurement was of ( A, B), this would be consistent with "realist" pictures, decoherence, and also the many-worlds interpretation, since a splitting of observers should take place when ( A, B) is measured, with no splitting for the classical process of evaluating f ( A, B) and discarding ( A, B) . Which of the two possibilities would be found seems to be an open question, and can only be resolved by experiment.
